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Ã .Let R, m be a local Cohen]Macaulay ring whose m-adic completion R has an
isolated singularity. We verify the following conjecture of F.-O. Schreyer: R has
Ãfinite Cohen]Macaulay type if and only if R has finite Cohen]Macaulay type. We
ww xx  .also show that the hypersurface k x , . . . , x r f has finite Cohen]Macaulay0 d
sww xx  . stype if and only if k x , . . . , x r f has finite Cohen]Macaulay type, where k0 d
is the separable closure of the field k. Q 1998 Academic Press
BACKGROUND
 .  .Let R, m, k be a commutative Noetherian local ring of dimension d.
 .Recall that a non-zero R module M is maximal Cohen]Macaulay MCM
provided it is finitely generated and there is an M-regular sequence
 .x , . . . , x in the maximal ideal m. The ring R has finite representa-1 d
 .tion type or finite Cohen]Macaulay type, or finite CM type provided
there are, up to isomorphism, only finitely many indecomposable MCM
R-modules.
A complete equicharacteristic hypersurface singularity is a ring of the form
 . ww xxR [ Sr f , where S s k x , . . . , x is the formal power series ring over0 d
an algebraically closed field k and f is a non-zero element in the square of
 . wthe maximal ideal of S. If char k / 2, 3, 5 and d G 1 it is known GK,
xBGS, K that such a singularity has finite CM type if and only if R (
ww xx  2 2 . w xk x , . . . , x r g q x q ??? qx , where g g k x , x defines a simple0 d 2 d 0 1
plane curve singularity. The simple plane curve singularities correspond to
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certain Dynkin diagrams and are defined by the following polynomials:
 . 2 nq1  .A x q x n G 1n 0 1
 .  2 ny2 .  .D x x q x n G 4n 1 0 1
 . 3 4E x q x6 0 1
 .  2 3.E x x q x7 0 0 1
 . 3 5E x q x .8 0 1
The proof of this classification uses the Krull]Schmidt uniqueness
theorem for direct-sum decompositions of finitely generated modules over
complete local rings. Over general local rings Krull]Schmidt can fail. It
seems worthwhile to determine conditions under which a local ring, not
necessarily complete, has finite CM type.
In this paper we prove a finiteness theorem for direct-sum decomposi-
tions, valid for all local rings, and use it to show that finite CM type
satisfies faithfully flat descent if the closed fiber is Cohen]Macaulay. In
Ãparticular, if R is any local ring such that R has finite CM type, then R
has finite CM type. We prove the converse under the additional assump-
Ãtion that R is CM and has an isolated singularity. These results were
w xconjectured by Schreyer in Sc .
Suppose k is a field with separable closure k s. Given a non-unit
ww xx ww xx  .f g k x , . . . , x , we show that k x , . . . , x r f has finite CM type if0 d 0 d
sww xx  .and only if k x , . . . , x r f has finite CM type. We deduce this from0 d
the theorem above and the following result, also conjectured by Schreyer
w x sSc : If R is a semilocal k-algebra and k m R is Noetherian, then R hask
s finite CM type if and only if k m R has finite CM type. See thek
paragraph after Lemma 2.1 for the definition of finite CM type for
. non-local rings. These results, together with the classification now known
w x.in all characteristics, GKr, KS, So of complete hypersurface singularities
of finite CM type, give us a good picture of the equicharacteristic local
Gorenstein rings of finite CM type.
I am extremely grateful to the referee, whose perceptive comments
greatly broadened the scope of this paper. I had been able to prove the
 .main theorem 2.9 only under various restrictions, and by a much more
circuitous route. I also thank Alberto Faccini for several helpful comments
on an earlier version of this paper and Christel Rotthaus for her patience
in telling me about excellent rings.
1. DESCENT OF FINITE COHEN]MACAULAY TYPE
Since we want to study finite CM type over rings without the
Krull]Schmidt uniqueness theorem for their modules, we need a replace-
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ment for Krull]Schmidt. Recall that the ``plus category'' of an R-module
 .M is the full subcategory q M of R-mod consisting of modules X such
that X [ Y ( M n. for some Y and some integer n G 1.
 .1.1. THEOREM. Let R be a semilocal commutati¨ e, Noetherian ring and
M a finitely generated R-module. Then there are, up to isomorphism, only
 .finitely many indecomposable R-modules in q M .
 .Proof. Let E s Hom M, M , with endomorphisms acting on the left.R
 .The maps X ¬ Hom M, X and P ¬ P m M determine an equiva-R E
 .lence of categories between q M and the category P of finitely gener-E
ated projective right E-modules. This argument goes back to a 1969 paper
w x .D of Andreas Dress. Our problem therefore is to show that P has onlyE
finitely many indecomposables.
w x By FS, Theorem 9 it is enough to show that E is semilocal not
.necessarily commutative , that is, ErJ is Artinian, where J is the Jacobson
radical of E. But E is finitely generated as an R y module since M is
.finitely generated and R is Noetherian . Therefore ErJ is a finitely
 .generated module over the Artinian ring Rrrad R and hence is Artinian.
v From now on all rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative
and Noetherian.
1.2. LEMMA. Let R ª S be a faithfully flat ring extension, and let V and
 .W be finitely generated R-modules. Then V g q W if and only if Sm V gR
 .  .q S m W as S-modules .R
Proof. The ``only if'' part is clear. For the converse, let F: S m W n.R
¸ S m V be a split surjection of S-modules. Choose a : S m V ª S mR R R
n.  n. .W such that Fa s 1 . Since Hom W , commutes with flat baseSm V RR
 . mchange as R is Noetherian , we can write F s  s m f , where s g Sis1 i i i
 n. . w x nm.and f g Hom W , V , i s 1, . . . , m. Let c s f ??? f : W ª V.i R 1 m
w x  n..m.We have 1 m c s 1 m f ??? 1 m f : S m W ª S m V, and1 m R R
s1
..1 m c a s s m f q ??? q s m f a s Fa s 1 . .  .  . .1 1 m m Sm VR.
sm
Thus 1 m c is a split surjection, and by faithful flatness c must also be a
split surjection.
 .  .1.3. Generalities. Since 1.1 and 1.2 have nothing to do with
Cohen]Macaulay modules, we frame things more generally. Call a class
 .C R of finitely generated R-modules ``reasonable'' provided every R-
 .  .module isomorphic to a direct summand of a module in C R is in C R .
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1.4. THEOREM. Let R ª S be a faithfully flat ring extension with R
 .  .semilocal. Let C R and C S be reasonable classes of modules such that
 .  .  .S m M g C S whene¨er M g C R . If C S contains only finitely manyR
 .indecomposable modules up to isomorphism, the same holds for C R .
Proof. Let Z , . . . , Z be a complete set of representatives for the1 t
isomorphism classes of those indecomposable S-modules Z with the
property that Z [ W ( S m X for some S-module W and some X gR
 .   .C R . We ignore any indecomposables in C S that aren't used in some
.decomposition of some extended module. For each i F t write Z [ W (i i
 .S m X with X g C R , and put Y s X [ ??? [ X .R i i 1 t
 .If L is an indecomposable module in C R , write S m L (R
a1. at .  .Z [ ??? [ Z , where the a are non-negative integers. Then S m L1 t i R
a1. at .  a1. at ..[ W [ ??? [ W ( S m X [ ??? [ X , which is a direct sum-1 t 1 t
a.  4 mand of S m Y , where a s max a . This shows that S m L g q S mR i R
.  .Y , and by Lemma 1.2, L g q Y . By Theorem 1.1 there are only finitely
many possibilities for L up to isomorphism.
In particular, we have the following, our first main result:
 .  .1.5. THEOREM. Let R, m ª S, n be a flat local homomorphism such
that SrmS is Cohen]Macaulay. If S has finite CM type, then R has finite CM
type.
Proof. We need only verify that S m M is a MCM S-module for eachR
 .MCM R-module M. But this follows from the formulas depth S m M sR
 .  .  .  .  . depth M q depth SrmS and dim S s dim R q dim SrmS . See
w  .  .x .BH, 1.2.16 , A.11 .
Ã .1.6. COROLLARY. Let R, m be a local ring, and let R be its m-adic
Ãcompletion. If R has finite CM type, then R has finite CM type.
w xIf Krk is a field extension then K x , . . . , x is faithfully flat over0 d
w x w  .x ww xxk x , . . . , x . It follows from Ma, 2.24 that K x , . . . , x is faithfully0 d 0 d
ww xxflat over k x , . . . , x . Therefore we have the following:0 d
1.7. COROLLARY. Let k be a field, and let f be a non-unit of the formal
ww xxpower series ring k x , . . . , x . Let Krk be any field extension. If0 d
ww xx  . ww xx  .K x , . . . , x r f has finite CM type, then k x , . . . , x r f has finite0 d 0 d
CM type.
ww xx  2 2 2 .The ring T [ C x, y, z r x q y q z has finite CM type. Heitman's
w xconstruction Hei shows that T is the completion of some local unique
factorization domain R. This shows that a two-dimensional factorial singu-
larity of finite CM type need not be analytically isomorphic to the E8
ww xx  5 3 2 .singularity C x, y, z r x q y q z .
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2. ASCENT OF FINITE CM TYPE
It is helpful to isolate the property that will guarantee ascent of finite
CM type.
2.1. LEMMA. Let R ª S be a ring homomorphism with S semilocal, and
 .  .   ..let C R and C S be reasonable classes of modules see 1.3 . Assume that
 .  .for e¨ery M g C S there is some X g C R such that M is a direct
 .summand of S m X as an S-module. If C R contains only finitely manyR
 .indecomposable modules up to isomorphism, the same holds for C S .
Proof. Let L , . . . , L be a complete list of representatives for the1 t
 .isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules in C R , and put L [
 . L [ ??? [ L . By Theorem 1.1 it will suffice to show that C S : q S m1 t R
.  .  .L . Given M g C S , write M [ N ( S m X, where X g C R . ThenR
 .  .X g q L , and it follows that M g q S m X .R
If R is not necessarily local, we declare a finitely generated R-module
M to be MCM provided M is a MCM R -module for each maximal idealm m
m. We say that R has finite CM type provided there are, up to isomor-
phism, only finitely many indecomposable MCM R-modules. Even when
R is semilocal this is not quite the same as saying that R has finite CMm
 . .type for every maximal ideal m; see the comments after 2.6 .
Recall that a ring extension R ¨ A is a separable extension provided A
is projective as an A m A-module. Equivalently, the exact sequenceR
: m
0 ª J ª A m A ª A ª 0 ² .R
  . .  .splits as A m A-modules where m a m b s ab . When R, m, k is local,R
separability is equivalent to the condition that Arm A is a finite direct
w x .product of fields, each of them finite and separable over k. See DI . The
extension is etale if, in addition, A is flat over R and finitely generated asÂ
an R-algebra.
2.2. THEOREM. Let R be a semilocal ring with finite CM type. Let R ¨ B
be a direct limit of finite etale extensions R ¨ A , i g I. Assume that A ª AÂ i i j
 .is injecti¨ e whene¨er i F j so that B is in fact the directed union of the A . Ifi
B is Noetherian, then B is semilocal with finite CM type.
Proof. Since B is an integral extension of R, the contraction of each
maximal ideal of B is a maximal ideal of R. Also, the maximal ideals of B
lying over a given maximal ideal m of R are exactly the minimal prime
ideals of m B. Since B is Noetherian it follows that B is semilocal.
To show that B has finite CM type we apply the criterion of Lemma 2.1.
Let M be a MCM B-module. Choose an index i and a module N over
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A [ A such that M ( B m N. It will suffice to show that N is a directi A
summand of A m X for some MCM B-module X. We will show that oneR
can take X s N.R
w  .xFor each j G i the map A ª A is etale by Mi, Chap. I, 3.6 , and sinceÂj
it is injective and finite it is faithfully flat. Therefore A ¨ B is faithfully
 .flat. Since Brm B is Cohen]Macaulay in fact zero-dimensional for each
w  .xmaximal ideal m of A, N is a MCM A-module by BH, 2.1.7 . Then N is
also a MCM R-module since, for each maximal ideal m of A, A andm
R have the same dimension. Since R ¨ A is integral and flat, them l R.
.  .``going up'' and ``going down'' theorems apply. Hitting ² with
 . m N, we get a split exact sequence of A-modulesA
0 ª J m N ª A m N ª N ª 0,A R
where the action of A on the module A m N comes from change of ringsR
 .rather than from the A-action on N . Thus N is an A-direct summandA
of A m N as desired.R
 .  .Combining 1.4 and 2.2 , we obtain the following result conjectured by
w xSchreyer Sc :
2.3. COROLLARY. Let k be a field with separable closure k s, and let R be
s  .a semilocal k-algebra. Assume k m R is Noetherian and hence semilocal .k
Then R has finite CM type if and only if k s m R has finite CM type.k
2.4. Remarks. If k is not perfect there are always counterexamples to
 . pthe ascent of finite CM type: If char k s p and a g k y k , put K s
 1r p. w xk a . Certainly R [ K X has finite CM type. On the other hand X .
K m R is a one-dimensional CM ring with non-zero nilpotents and hencek
w xcannot have finite CM type by W2, Proposition 1 .
One cannot omit the assumption that k s m R is Noetherian. Fork
` ` 4 .  4example, let R s Q p , where p is an infinite set of prime’ i is1 i is1
 .numbers. Since the fields Q p are linearly disjoint over Q, one sees’ i
12 2w x  . w x  .  that Q m R ( Q X r X -p ( Q E r E y E where E s 1 yQ i i i i i i i 2
..X r p , a zero-dimensional ring with infinitely many idempotents and a’i i
Cantor set of maximal ideals. Under any plausible definition of finite CM
type, such a ring would surely not qualify!
In order to show that finite CM type ascends to the completion it is
convenient to go first to the Henselization Rh. For this we need to modify
 .2.2 to allow localization. Lacking appropriate terminology, we define an
h-extension of a local ring R to be a separable extension R ¨ A of local
rings such that A is the localization at a maximal ideal of some flat,
module-finite extension of R. Note that the module-finite extension is not
.required to be separable over R.
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 .2.5. Remark. Let R ¨ A be an h-extension, let Q g Spec A , and put
P s Q l R. Then PA s QA .Q Q
w  .xProof. By DI, Chap. II, 1.7 A is separable over R ; and A , beingP P Q
a localization of A , is separable over A . Therefore A is separable overP P Q
w  .xR by DI, Chap. II, 1.12 . Then A rPA is a separable R rPR -alge-P Q Q P P
 . wbra and, being local, is a finite, separable field extension of R rPR DI,P P
 .xChap. II, 2.5 . In particular, PA s QA .Q Q
2.6. LEMMA. Let R be a Cohen]Macaulay ring of finite Krull dimension
 .d, and assume R is Gorenstein for e¨ery prime ideal P with height P F d]1.P
 .1 Let P be a prime ideal of R. Gi¨ en any MCM R -module M, thereP
exist a MCM R-module N and a free R -module F such that M [ F ( N .P P
 .  .  .2 If R, m is local and R ¨ A, n is an h-extension, then A is
 .Cohen]Macaulay, dim A s d, and A is Gorenstein for e¨ery prime idealQ
Q / n.
 .Proof. 1 Let M be a MCM R -module. I claim M is a dth syzygy ofP
some finitely generated R -module X. If R is Gorenstein choose anP P
exact sequence F ª ??? ª F ª M* ª 0, where the F are finite freed 0 i
 .R -modules. The dualized sequence is exact and shows that M s M** isP
 .a dth syzygy. If dim R s d then M and R satisfy Serre's conditionP P
 .S . Since R is Gorenstein in codimension Fd]1, M is a dth syzygy byd P
w  .xthe proof of EG, 3.8 . This proves the claim. Choose a finitely generated
R y module Y such that Y ( X, and let Z be a dth syzygy of Y. Since RP
is Cohen]Macaulay, Z is a MCM R-module. Also, since Z is a dthP
syzygy of X, there are projective modules G and F over R and R ,P
 .respectively, such that Z [ G ( M [ F. Putting N s Z [ G completesP
 .the proof of 1 .
 .   ..To prove 2 , we first note that each fiber A rPA Q g Spec A isQ Q
  ..Cohen]Macaulay since it is a field, by 2.5 . Since R is Cohen]Macaulay
 w  .x .it follows that A is too. See, for example, BH, 2.1.23 .
Write A s C where R ¨ C is flat and finite over R and n is a maximaln
 .ideal of C. Then dim A s d since R ¨ C is flat and integral. Given
a non]maximal prime Q of A, put P s Q l R. Since R ¨ C is integral
and flat, P / m. Thus R is Gorenstein, and of course A rPA isP Q Q
  ..Gorenstein since it is a field by 2.5 . Therefore A is Gorenstein byQ
w  .xBH, 3.3.15 .
Suppose that R s A = B, where A is a local ring with no MCM
 w x.modules eg., a noncatenary domain, Ho, Sect. 1 and B is a local ring
 ww 3 7 xx.with infinite CM type e.g., k t , t . Then R has finite CM type ``by
default,'' whereas R does not have finite CM type locally. On the other
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hand, if R is a Gorenstein ring with finite CM type, then R has finite CMP
type by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.6. It follows from Theorem 1.4 that a semilocal
 .Gorenstein ring R, m , . . . , m has finite CM type if and only if each R1 t m i
 .has finite CM type since the map R ¨ R = ??? R is faithfully flat .m m1 t
 .Recall that a local ring R, m has an isolated singularity provided R isP
a regular local ring for every prime ideal P / m. The next lemma is
probably well known but is recorded for ease of reference.
 .2.7. LEMMA. Let R, m be a local ring.
 .  .1 If R ¨ A, n is faithfully flat and A has an isolated singularity,
then R has an isolated singularity.
 .  .2 If R is a G-ring in particular, if R is excellent , then R has an
Ãisolated singularity if and only if its m-adic completion R has an isolated
singularity.
Proof. Assume A has an isolated singularity. For any two finitely
 . n  .generated R-modules M and N and any n)dim A , Am Ext M, N (R R
n .Ext A m M, A m N , which has finite length. By faithfully flat descent,A R R
n  .Ext M, N has finite length, and it follows that R has an isolatedR
singularity.
 .  .The ``if'' direction of 2 follows from 1 . For the converse, assume R
Ãhas an isolated singularity. Let Q be any non-maximal prime of R, and put
ÃP s Q l R. Since R is a G-ring, R ª R has geometrically regular fibers.
Ã Ãw  .  .x w  .  .xBy EGA4, 7.3.2 c the same holds for R ª R . By Ma, 32.2 i RP Q Q
is regular.
 .2.8. THEOREM. Let R, m be a local Cohen]Macaulay ring, and assume
that R is Gorenstein for each prime P / m. Let R ¨ B be a direct limit ofP
h-extensions R ¨ A , i g I. Assume A ª B is flat for each i g I.i i
 .1 If B is Noetherian, then B is local; and B has finite CM type if and
only if R has finite CM type.
 .2 If A ª A is flat whene¨er i F j, then B is Noetherian.i j
 . w  .x  .Proof. Part 2 follows from EGA3, Chap. 0, 10.3.1.3 and 2.5 . To
 .  .prove 1 , assume B is Noetherian. Clearly B is local, and by 2.5 the fiber
 .over the maximal ideal of R is a field. By 1.5 , if B has finite CM type so
has R.
Conversely, suppose R has finite CM type. To show that B has finite
CM type we will again invoke Lemma 2.1. Let M be a MCM B-module,
and choose an index i g I and a module N over A [ A such thati
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 .M ( B m N. It follows from 2.5 that Brm B is a field, where m is theA
wmaximal ideal of A. Since A ª B is flat, N is a MCM A-module by BH,
 .x2.1.7 . It will suffice to show that N is a direct summand of A m W forR
some MCM R-module W.
 .As in the proof of 2.6 , N is a dth syzygy of some finitely generated
 .   .  ..A-module X, where d s dim A s dim R by 2.6 . When we apply the
 .  .functor m X to the A m A-split sequence ² , we see that X is aA R A
direct summand of A m X. Write X as a direct union of finitelyR R
 .generated R-modules Y . Then X is a direct summand of D A m Y ,a A a R a
and since X is finitely generated there is an a such that X is a directA A
summand of A m Y . Put Y s Y and let Z be a dth syzygy of Y. SinceR a a R R
 .R is Cohen]Macaulay Z is a MCM R-module. Also A m Z is a dthA R
 .syzygy of A m Y , and it follows that N is a direct summand ofA R A
 .  r .  r .A m Z [ A for a suitable finite free A-module A . Now put W sR R
 r .Z [ R to complete the proof.
We can now state and prove the main theorem.
 . h2.9. THEOREM. Let R, m be a local ring with Henselization R and
Ãm-adic completion R. Consider the following three statements:
 .a R has finite CM type.
 . hb R has finite CM type.
Ã .c R has finite CM type.
Then:
 .  .  .  .1 Statement c « b « a .
 .  .  .  .  .2 If dim R F 1 then a m b m c .
 .3 If R is Cohen]Macaulay and R is Gorenstein for each prime idealP
 .  .P / m, then a m b .
Ã .4 If R is Cohen]Macaulay and R has an isolated singularity, then
 .  .  .a m b m c .
 . h5 If R is Cohen]Macaulay and R is excellent and has a canonical
 .  .module, then b m c .
 .  .  .Proof. Part 1 follows from Theorem 1.5. For 2 , if dim R s 0, then
Ã  . w x  .R s R; and if dim R s 1 we quote W2, Corollary 2 . As for 3 , to prove
 .  . that a « b we apply Theorem 2.8. It is easy to see, from the proof of
w  .x w  .xN, 43.9 and from N, 43.1 , that if R is a normal local domain then the
 . .Henselization R ¨ B fits the hypotheses of 2.8 1 . It follows from the
w xconstruction of the Henselization in N that the same holds for an
.arbitrary local ring.
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 .  .  .In proving 4 and 5 we may assume that dim R G 2. Suppose that R
Ãis Cohen]Macaulay with finite CM type and that R has an isolated
 . .singularity. By 2.7 1 , R has an isolated singularity and hence is Goren-
 . hstein in fact regular on the punctured spectrum. Therefore R has finite
Ã .CM type by part 3 of the theorem. Since R has an isolated singularity,
Ãevery MCM R-module is locally free on the punctured spectrum and
w x htherefore by E, Theoreme 3 is extended from the Henselization R . SinceÂ Á
h  . R has finite CM type, it follows from 2.1 or directly, via the Krull]
Ã Ã.  .Schmidt theorem over R that R has finite CM type. This proves 4 .
 . w xFinally, we prove 5 . A remarkable theorem due to Auslander Au says
that a Henselian ring with finite CM type and having a canonical module
 w  .xmust have an isolated singularity. See Y, 4.22 for a proof in this
Ã.  . .context. By 2.7 2 , R has an isolated singularity, and we are done by part
 .4 of the theorem.
 . . h2.10. Remarks. The assumption in 2.9 5 that R has a canonical
module can probably be omitted. This assumption is a standing hypothesis
w xin Sect. 4 of Y , though it does not appear to be used in the proof of
w xAuslander's theorem. On the other hand, a conjecture of Artin Ar
implies that every excellent Henselian ring has a canonical module anyway.
 w x .See the discussion in R .
I would be surprised if Theorem 2.9 were true without the assumption
that R is Cohen]Macaulay. For example, it seems likely that one could
construct a local ring with no MCM modules, but whose completion does
not have finite CM type.
A one-dimensional local ring of finite CM type is reduced i.e., has
.an isolated singularity if and only if it is Cohen]Macaulay. There
are non-reduced one-dimensional rings of finite CM type, e.g.,
ww xx  2 . w xk x, y r x , xy . See W2 .
3. GORENSTEIN SINGULARITIES
We get a particularly good classification of the Gorenstein rings of finite
CM type, thanks to the following theorem due to Herzog:
w x  .3.1. THEOREM Her . Let R, m be a local Gorenstein ring of finite CM
Ã  .  .type. Then R is an abstract hypersurface, that is, R ( Sr f , where S, n is a
complete regular local ring and f g n.
 .Suppose now that R, m, k is an equicharacteristic local Gorenstein
Ã ww xx  .ring. Then R ( k x , . . . , x r f . If k is algebraically closed one has a0 d
classification of complete equicharacteristic hypersurface singularities of
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w xfinite type BGS, GK, GKr, K, KS, So . This yields a classification of
excellent equicharacteristic Gorenstein singularities of finite CM type, by
the next two theorems:
 .3.2. THEOREM. Let R, m be an excellent, local Gorenstein ring. Then R
Ãhas finite CM type if and only if the m-adic completion R has finite CM type.
w  .xProof. Since R is excellent it follows from G, 5.3 that the Henseliza-
h  w xtion R is excellent. We need the fact Mi, p. 36 that the Henselization is
. h ha direct limit of etale extensions. Since R is Gorenstein, R is its ownÂ
 .  .  .canonical module, and an application of 2.9 , parts 3 and 5 completes
the proof.
What if the residue field of R is not algebraically closed? We have the
following theorem, which takes care of this situation as long as the residue
field is perfect:
3.3. THEOREM. Let k be a field with separable closure k s, and let f
ww xxbe a non-unit in the formal power series ring k x , . . . , x . Then0 d
ww xx  . sww xx  .k x , . . . , x r f has finite CM type if and only if k x , . . . , x r f has0 d 0 d
finite CM type.
ww xx  . sProof. Let R [ k x , . . . , x r f and A [ k m R . Then A is the0 d k
ww xx  .directed union of the rings E x , . . . , x r f , where E ranges over the0 d
subfields of k s that are finite extensions of k. If F is any extension field of
ww xx  . ww xx  . w  .xE then F x , . . . , x r f is flat over E x , . . . , x r f by Ma, 22.4 .0 d 0 d
 .  .By 2.8 , A is local Noetherian , and clearly A is Henselian. Moreover, A
has finite CM type if and only if R has finite CM type. Now A is excellent
w  .x w  .x  .by G, 5.3 and Gorenstein by BH, 3.3.15 . By 3.2 , A has finite CM
Ã Ã sww xx  .type if and only if A has finite CM type. Since A s k x , . . . , x r f ,0 d
we are done.
As one might expect, inseparable extension can cause difficulties:
3.4. EXAMPLE. Let k be an imperfect field of characteristic 2, and
2 2 2 ww xx  .choose a g k y k . Let f s x q a y , and put R [ k x, y r f . Then
R is a one-dimensional complete local domain of multiplicity 2 and
therefore has finite CM type. In fact, every one-dimensional reduced local
ring whose integral closure is 2-generated as an R-module has finite CM
’w  .x .  . ww xx  .type. See W1, 2.11 . Now let K s k a . Since K x, y r f is
’Cohen]Macaulay and contains the non-zero nilpotent element x q a y,
ww xx  . w xK x, y r f cannot have finite CM type by W2, Proposition 1 .
 .  .Finally, we record the following corollary of 3.2 and 3.3 :
3.5. COROLLARY. Let k be a field with separable closure k s, and let f be
w xan element of the maximal ideal of k x , . . . , x . These conditions0 d  x , . . . , x .0 d
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are equi¨ alent:
 . w x  .1 k x , . . . , x r f has finite CM type.0 d  x , . . . , x .0 d
 . sw x  .2 k x , . . . , x r f has finite CM type.0 d  x , . . . , x .0 d
 . ww xx  .3 k x , . . . , x r f has finite CM type.0 d
 . sww xx  .4 k x , . . . , x r f has finite CM type.0 d
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